The acting didn't appear. It was scheduled to be present, but no one came. Signs demanding an end to Chicanos' discrimination against residents in Iowa, protesting what occupation of Wounded Knee, were held up in a courthouse. Senator Russell Means' hearing was delayed until Friday after Means' testimony on his revocation of bond. President Ronald Reagan sent Russel Means' AIM leader a brief statement. The occupiers are being held at the courthouse. Means was freed after being arrested for illegal possession of a weapon.

The discharge of a 59-day-old student, Larry May, marked the end of the strike. The president of the student publications was addressing the students.\n
The Yippie member Tim Hall, a Student Publications advisor, expressed the students' delight. Hall said they were doing what they needed to do to get the jobs they wanted. The students are demanding equal pay and benefits. They believe they have been discriminated against. The president of the student publications was addressing the students.\n
The students, faculty, and professional students at the university community in its personnel selections. The students are demanding equal pay and benefits. They believe they have been discriminated against.

The students, faculty, and professional students at the university community in its personnel selections. The students are demanding equal pay and benefits. They believe they have been discriminated against.
**Flood reaches highest recorded level in 200 years**

Swollen Mississippi ravages countryside

Because of the water, and many of them have given up hope of producing a cotton crop this year. The Mississippi's flooding has been so severe that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has said the river may not peak until May 15.
Revolt moves indoors

Center East houses 'social change' organizations

Four years ago, when hundreds of students occupied the penthouse for mass demonstrations in Iowa City, officials stood clinging to a back pillar of Old Capitol. It seemed at one time passing "trick." You never did it, it would happen like this.

That era has faded and the revolution has moved indoors — part, inside of Center East.

Center East, or the Catholic Student Center located at the corner of Clinton and Jefferson Streets, provides rest-and-office space to three representative groups of the new revolution — Iowa Student Public Interest Research Group (ISPPIRG) and Center for Peace and Justice.

The building also contains three more facilities by Action Studios group and dance classes for Center for Peace and Justice.

Beginning in May, Penney's International (IP) will return a revolving exhibit of prisoner art on display in the building.

Members of the three "social change" organizations agree that past demonstrations did have a great effect on social change and that the focus of their activities has changed.

"We are not promoting in favor of buildings, but getting inside," said Valerie Hinds, ISPPIRG member.

Explaining how ISPPIRG participated in achieving goals, the group, which are working within the system that is the whole difference.

ISPPIRG's thrust of activity is influencing congressmen through lecture series and writing letters, said Larry Schumacher, ISPPIRG member.

Frank Leone, board member for the Center for Peace and Justice, added that mass demonstration has been replaced by "normal" groups working in a laborious and organizing for action.

"I think the demonstrations had some impact, but not much came out of one-day spring games."

"Talking and remaining influential to governmental persons were very effective," Leone added that demonstrations are necessary from time to time to show public opinion.

The Center for Peace and Justice will hold some demonstrations this fall and spring. According to Leone, they are working to make the public more aware of amnesty and war issues by trying to gain more complete press coverage.

David Goodwin, CEA board member, said demonstrations were an attempt to discover how to effect political change.

"The following and soothing for the Center for Peace and Justice, doesn't really get at the problem. As long as politicians decide issues, the political process is where the best changes are for getting change," he said.

The three groups work together to support each other's goals.

ISPPIRG and CEA are attempting to influence the construction of nuclear power plants in and around Iowa, hoping to start an Iowa City recycling center. The group also wants to continue returning deposits for all bottles and cans.

The Center for Peace and Justice and ISPPIRG will work with ISPPIRG to stop bombing of Laos and Cambodia.

Also, ISPPIRG will start a news information service to send to Washington and other groups that can resolve problems, said Robert Bruce.

A RACY NEW COLLECTION

See our new collection of fashion sportswear designed for the active cycl! -up -for action anywhere! Navy/ruby, bottle green/yellow, Boys in red, navy only.

Men's Brushed Denim Shorts, 28 to 38 $8
Men's Chino Track, waist 28-38 $4
Men's Tee Shirt S, M, L, XL $7
Men's Tank Top, S, M, L, XL $5.50

Boys' Brushed Denim Shorts, 4 to 14 $6.50
Boys' Chino Track, 4 to 14 $4
Boys' Tee Shirt, 4 to 18 $6
Boys' Tank Top, 4 to 18 $4.50

Men's & Boy's First Floor.
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**Secretaries, women unite**

**Editor’s note:** Today’s dialogue is contributed by Cindy De Beul, Treasurer of CEBA and the Iowa Women’s Coalition. It offers a new perspective on the importance of women in leadership roles.

**Mail**

George Miller

**Chief of staff**

I understand you being in the second grade. It seems like you’re like a little kid that’s good at drawing pictures, but did you have any thoughts about being a nurse or any other profession?

**Secretaries, women unite**

**Edito**
Inside Watergate—
"Nixon didn't know!"

WASHINGTON—The astonishing story can now be told about the Watergate break-in that nobody ever wanted to write about. The day of the break-in, May 20, 1972, is one that many Americans would rather forget. The story is so astonishing that it has remained classified to this day.

The night of the break-in, a group of five men broke into the Democratic National Committee headquarters at the Watergate Complex in Washington, D.C. They were later identified as members of the Committee to Re-Elect the President, the Nixon administration's shadow organization.

The break-in was the beginning of a series of events that would lead to the Watergate scandal, the resignation of President Richard Nixon, and the conviction of several of his associates.

The story is told in the book "The Eight," by Jack Anderson. The author, who is known for his investigative journalism, has written extensively about the Watergate scandal and its aftermath.

Liddy sees Kleindienst

Liddy outlined Kleindienst of the Committee and the ultimate goal was to assign a private detective to the Watergate Committee.

No written report

Dean was instructed by the President to find out whether any White House people were involved in the Watergate crimes. Contrary to the impression given out by the White House, Dean never asked for, or received, a written report.

The sources were found to need no further protection and they were returned to the Justice Department.

Liddy's mark

Source E snapped and received instructions from someone inside the White House and triggered the astonishing story. This source was Magruder, who was directed Liddy to report at once to the Justice Department.

Liddy's code name

Magruder told how the Watergate wiretappers, known as "Gemstone," were to be destroyed from a pay phone.

Colson and Dean

After the arrest of the Watergate ringleader G. Gordon Liddy, the investigation continued. Magruder was instructed by the Justice Department to report on the Watergate wiretappers.

Ginsberg's investigation

A few presidential advisers, including Dean, were sent to investigate the Watergate wiretappers. The investigation was headed by the Nixon campaign security chief, Charles Colson.

Downtown Cedar Rapids

The Mall Shopping Center

Iowa City

Chicano Center presents a

BOYCOPT LETTUCE FORUM

Monday, April 30 4-5 p.m.

Shambaugh Auditorium

Find out the aims and objectives of a growing lettuce boycott movement.

-A FREE PUBLIC PRESENTATION-

Co-Sponsored by Contemporary Affairs of U.P.S.

BREMERS

2 Great Stores
2 Great Locations

Downtown and the Mall Shopping Center
The Regent's Program Charter still has seats available on its charter flight.

The flight leaves from Chicago on June 13 and stops in Paris and Munich.

The return flight on August 14 leaves from Munich and goes to Chicago via Paris.

All accommodations are with Pan American World Airways.

For more information, call the German Department.

353-4859
Charlie keeps on fiddlin'

**By JOE PODELIS**
Staff Writer

Charlie Drellinger made music and left a lasting legacy in the Hawkeye State. His legacy continues to this day as fiddle music thrives in Iowa's communities.

Charlie's star shone bright in the Hawkeye State. Known as the "Fiddlin' Devil" or "Fiddlin' Charlie," he spread joy through his music and让更多...

Charlie grew up in a musical household. His father taught him the fiddle at a young age, instilling in him a love for the instrument. He went on to play at dances and on radio shows. Eventually, he opened his own store, "Charlie's Fiddle Shop," and sold fiddles and related merchandise.

Charlie's music was more than just entertainment; it was a way of life. He played whenever and wherever he could, from small town cafes to large venues.

Charlie's legacy includes the Iowa Fiddling Festival, an annual event that celebrates the state's rich musical heritage. The festival attracts fiddlers from across the country and features competitions, workshops, and concerts.

Charlie Drellinger's influence on fiddle music in Iowa cannot be overstated. His dedication to the craft and his passion for sharing it with others have left a lasting impact on the state's musical landscape.

The story of Charlie Drellinger and his lasting legacy serves as a reminder of the power of music to bring people together and create lasting memories.

---

*Read the full article online at* [www.iowamagazine.com](http://www.iowamagazine.com)
or a revolutionary movement. The point is...
The next time you entertain
Please invite us
we'll do all the work, if you wish
we cater to:

parties picnics receptions
dinners weddings socials
tournaments

IMU Food Service 353-4856
The roadblock, and two other government Indians pointed authorities to bury her not last week, does give "more authority" for the reservation, he added.

Allegations for the three men are planned to resume peace negotiations with the reservation leaders in the village band at Wounded Knee.

"We were able to positively identify the body," said AIM sympathizers as more than 3,000 Indian police and National Guard troops turned back by hundreds of Indian Affairs police and National Guardsmen.

The Indian death results that the money was intended for the reservation. The Indian police and National Guard held a coordinated press conference to announce the death of a man named RICKS..

�ly, Richard Hellstern said that tribal leaders in the village band of other livestock growth are in control of the reservation. Hellstern said the argument outside a federal courthouse was financed with cash, which is now being held in the amounts.

The use of DES as a "naming" drug after the plane crash, according to a spokesman for the Federal Reserve System.

The crash killed Mr. and Mrs. Hunt, their three-year-old son, and another man. The plane went down in the vicinity of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, which was closed for the day.

The plane was en route to a Federal Reserve Bank in Chicago.

The National Transportation Safety Board said that the cause of the crash was "an accident involving a Delta Airlines plane.

The crash killed Mr. and Mrs. Hunt, their three-year-old son, and another man.

The plane went down in the vicinity of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, which was closed for the day.

The plane was en route to a Federal Reserve Bank in Chicago. The crash killed Mr. and Mrs. Hunt, their three-year-old son, and another man. The plane went down in the vicinity of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, which was closed for the day.
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The plane was en route to a Federal Reserve Bank in Chicago. The crash killed Mr. and Mrs. Hunt, their three-year-old son, and another man. The plane went down in the vicinity of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, which was closed for the day.
Grand jury indictments illegal

The 119th session of the Iowa County Board of Supervisors began its work with the establishment of a new grand jury. The grand jury is a body of 12 citizens who are selected by the judge presiding over the district court. The jury's duty is to investigate and report on any matters that are referred to it by the court.

The board of supervisors is made up of three members, each elected to a four-year term. The board meets once a month to discuss various issues and make decisions for the county.

The board has decided to begin the investigations by looking into the county's financial records. The board has received a number of complaints from citizens regarding alleged improprieties in the county's budgeting practices. The board is committed to ensuring that the county's financial affairs are conducted in an honest and transparent manner.

Grand jury investigations local lawyer

A Jackson County grand jury has been investigating local lawyer Jack C. White. The investigation is centered on allegations of unethical behavior.

The grand jury has been brought in by the Iowa Board of Bar Commissioners, which regulates the practice of law in the state. The board has received complaints from several clients who claim that White has engaged in unethical practices.

The investigation has been going on for several months and is expected to continue for another few weeks. The board is committed to ensuring that the legal community is held accountable for its actions.

With TWA it pays to be young

TWA's get a lot of things to help you in a lot of ways around the U.S. and Europe. But nothing comes closer to the adventure-sense kilos blockliner Worktrip expeditions (arranged exclusively through TWA)

Worlddricke.

This isn't a vacation, it's an experience. From two weeks trekking the Foods of Xanadu to a week's trip on a private yacht to Kihlohe. You'll find yourself camping with the nomadic reindeer herders, or boating across the Black Sea to Vukh.

For the exciting details, go to your TWA Travel Agent, Ticket Office, or Campus Rep. or-

FACTORY FENDER CLINIC
Monday, April 30th, 2-4pm & 7-9pm.

Over $15,000 worth of Fender equipment on display

Factory representatives will be presenting in depth question and answer sessions on Fender products: guitars, amplifiers, effects pedals, and more. Every guitar and amplifier on display, as well as all other accessories, will be on SALE at excellent prices.
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Nixon orders increase in cheese imports

WASHINGTON, D.C. (AP) - President Nixon Wednesday signed an order to increase imports of cheese into the U.S. by 25 percent during the next three months.

The purpose of the action is to restrain rising cheese prices in the United States which have increased as much as 10 percent in the last six months, the government said.

Cheese imports are expected to cover 6.5 percent of domestic cheese consumption.

The normal annual import quota is 325 million pounds, which will rise to 415 million pounds for this year.

The additional 65 million pounds results from Nixon's order. U.S. markets in the next three months, the government said, is expected to increase imports from other sources.

Cheese imports are expected to cover 6.5 percent of domestic cheese consumption.

The normal annual import quota is 325 million pounds, which will rise to 415 million pounds for this year.

The additional 65 million pounds results from Nixon's order. U.S. markets in the next three months, the government said, is expected to increase imports from other sources.

Cheese imports are expected to cover 6.5 percent of domestic cheese consumption.
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First stringer

Blazer loses in left corner at Wrigley Field again, campaign ended Tuesday in Chicago by pictures, Bob Leather (left) and Bob Brewer (right). Brewer was chosen as the 'secret selection' by the coaches for the campaign. Brewer is a local and was chosen after a thorough investigation. Brewer will be a key player in the basketball team this year.

Brewer a public and secret selection

Loranzoch has watched the campaign with the interest of a basketball fan, and was chosen as the 'secret selection' by the coaches for the campaign. Brewer will be a key player in the basketball team this year.

Fellas . . .

Here's your chance!

LORENZ

In downtown Iowa City

will soon open another Together's Exclusive Men's Store. And we have a great deal of new stock due in this day and age. Plus all of our existing stock! That means you're going to have a space problem...

WE ARE OFFERING YOU

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

OUR EXISTING STOCK

OF MEN'S SHOES!

NUNN-BUSH

Black, Brown, Two Tone, Tie, Buckles, Boots
20% to
50% off

ACME

DINGO

BOOTS

50% off

on all stock

Dexter

Selected Patterns

BOOTS, LOAFERS

20% - 50% off

L.B.

EVANS SON

HOUSE SLIPPERS

Seasonal Patterns

25% off

LORENZ BOOT SHOP

112 East Washington

Downtown Iowa City

knockin' heads

Townsend Hooper, III

Burt Ripp

The selection of Max Kuenzi in the first round of the NBA draft by the Bulls marks the fourth consecutive year a Minnesota athlete was first round draft choice by a professional team.

Three years ago, John Johnson was the first pick of the expansion Cleveland Cavaliers. Fred Brown was in the first round to the Seattle SuperSonics the year before. In 1971, Timberlake Tunes was the first choice of the Chicago Bulls last year.

The Pirates' Chuck Ellis calls his stars "a winner" and his idea "my public." A note that the Nets are calling games of the Colts. "One Lucky" because "he's in society.

Ellis, the only major player with a daughter named Bernie, was drafted by the Chicago Bulls last year. Brewer set a Minnesota record with 62 points in a game, and 16.6, 9.8 and 14.1 points per game in his three seasons. Brewer was named the "star, was drafted in the first round to the Seattle SuperSonics." He is left willing to turn negotiations over to Brewer's coach at Minnesota.

I'll save up the most stock due in any day now. Plus any time.

"I told them I wasn't going to Duke to work English, I was going to work baseball. My qualifications were the best. I had 200 hit or so in seasons in the minors. I had 200 hits. I figured that was qualification enough."

"I'm very glad President Ford is giving the vote to the people. I hope I can vote in the next election."

"I think the NBA is the best place where you can play professional basketball in the future."

Brewer set a Minnesota record with 62 points in a game, and 16.6, 9.8 and 14.1 points per game in his three seasons. Brewer was named the "star, was drafted in the first round to the Seattle SuperSonics." He is left willing to turn negotiations over to Brewer's coach at Minnesota.

I'll save up the most stock due in any day now. Plus any time.